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Introduction
I explore my wounds and connect to my ancestors. It seems unavoidable because each
rajadura is connected to the pain they might have felt. Each rajadura is a reflection of our shared
identities and linked pasts. The pain I feel and the healing I seek are also connected to my
identities. When I began to see myself differently, as a curandera to my own soul, I asked my
ancestors to stand beside me and guide me. They sent me Frida Kahlo, and she became my
teacher. I began to presenciar her spirit through her paintings, and see how she had used art to
heal her soul. My spiritual convictions include the belief that from desintegración comes
creación. In the depths of destruction, I find new ways to create new meanings. I enter the depths
by looking within, exploring my psyche. The more I look within I realize that all of creation is
connected and merging. As within, without. All of me is connected and all of creation is, too. I
call Kahlo a healer and teacher because she demonstrates a devotion to this awareness. Kahlo
created from desintegración, and from the broken pieces of herself she shaped a new
consciousness.
Kahlo shaped her consciousness as she reinvented herself and gave new meaning to her
awareness. Kahlo sought to unite all things through love and art. Her art illuminates a spiritual
journey to create unity in herself and in the world, and her words show us a deep commitment to
love. Like the Mayan tradition In Lak'ech, meaning “I am another yourself,” Kahlo saw herself
as her lovers and her lovers as herself. She loved others as deeply as she might love herself and
merged the whole of humanity through this simultaneously self-denying and self-preserving
love. We see this in how Kahlo paints broken limbs and ruptured bodies, crying eyes and
desolate stares, even as she also paints love. This is a healing love because it transforms despair
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and loneliness into grounded interconnectivity. Furthermore, I explore how Kahlo teaches her
audience to heal through manifestations of spirituality in her work. I seek to uncover how healing
can take place through creation and expression, and I utilize The Diary of Frida Kahlo to
understand how one artist uses art to heal. By using Kahlo’s diary as a window to her
consciousness, I navigate and explore my own healing journey. I am interested in the parallels I
see between Kahlo and myself, because they allow me to discover new ways to heal and
transform. Further, I think this has implications for other young mestizas like me--Kahlo can act
as a guide into our power.
I explore the connections between myself and Kahlo through the diary she left after
passing. I focus on the ways in which spirituality is present in her diary entries, which vary
between paintings, sketches, drawings, and confessional writing. Spirituality is present within
three recurring themes that I identify in Kahlo’s diary: culture and heritage, romantic love, and
the body. In this study, I highlight moments within Kahlo’s diary where spirituality accompanies
these three themes, and I mobilize scholarship on Chicana spirituality and my personal narrative
to explain how I make these connections. I further theorize that Kahlo demonstrates a journey of
healing that manifests through the symbols of spirituality embedded throughout her diary. I allow
Kahlo to teach me about healing, and through this process, I learn how I might heal my own
traumas. Furthermore, this writing is about me as much as it is about Kahlo. I become
desintegración as I look within and give my pain new meaning. I integrate the three themes I
identified within Kahlo’s diary into my own narrative as I tell my story.
I look around me, y sé que mis comunidades necesitan healing: la immigrante, la
Chicana, la Latina, la lesbiana, la mestiza. Our wounds are unique, but we are connected. In
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using “we” and “our” I do not imagine all immigrants, Chicanas, Latinas, lesbians, and mestizas
as a monolith. This is a myth that is already perpetuated by whiteness and Euro-American
writing. Instead, I use “we” and “our,” because I see ourselves connected through culture,
heritage, pain, joy, arrebatos, and successes. There is interconnection, not sameness. While we
might share various stories and histories, we are each unique, and we must find our own unique
healing. My desire is that my communities might pursue healing, and that we may heal our
generational, ancestral, and personal traumas. I write so that I may heal, and I write so that other
mestizas know it can be done. Healing is real and within our reach, pero, as Kahlo shows us,
sometimes it takes scraping against walls and cutting oneself open. Nevertheless, we can emerge
new, whole, and transformed through our own light and the guidance of the Universe; this is my
hope.
Part I: My Guiding Force
Methodology
This project’s interdisciplinary methodology, a combination of approaches and methods,
is a reflection of who I am as a writer and scholar. I self-consciously center methodology and
theory produced by Chicana feminists, especially the work of queer Chicana writer Gloria
Anzaldúa. Her work in Borderlands, La Frontera, Light in the Dark, Luz en lo Oscuro, and This
Bridge We Call Home guides my understanding of Chicana spirituality.As a theoretical
framework, Chicana Spirituality closely relates to my perspectives and experiences.
Furthermore, by connecting myself to my scholarship I am establishing the foundation from
which I am able to discuss Kahlo’s diary and, later, my life.
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I combine a content analysis of The Diary of Frida Kahlo (1995) with autohisteoria. I
conducted a content analysis, using both inductive and deductive coding strategies to begin
analyzing Kahlo’s work (Leavy, 2007: 232-233). The themes of culture and heritage and
romantic love are emphasized in Sarah Lowe’s essay prefacing Kahlo’s diary (Lowe, 1995: 28).
After reading and analyzing the diary independently, I concurred that these two themes are
highly pertinent to my analysis and connect to relevant aspects of Chicana Spirituality and I
coded Kahlo’s art and writing deductively, finding evidence of these two themes. After this
initial analysis I used grounded theory (Hesse-Biber, 2014: 395) to inductively identify a third
theme: the body. I chose this theme after reading the diary and marking any themes that appeared
repeatedly. The body emerged as the most recurring theme, and because it shows up in so much
of the literature on Chicana spirituality, it was even more important to pay attention to how
Kahlo represents and reflects on the body.. In addition, I explored how these three themes
intersected with the scholarship on spirituality in Chicanx studies and with my own experiences
as a spiritual Latina. My positionality as a Spiritual Latina can’t help but inform my analysis and,
I believe, the project is stronger because of it..
I follow analysis of Kahlo’s diary with an exploration of my own life as it relates to
Chicana spirituality through personal narrative writing. Specifically, I utilize the concept of
autohisteoría to shape and share my narrative1. Gloria Anzaldúa first theorized the concept of
autohisteoría as she utilized the method in Borderlands/La Frontera. According to Anzaldúa,
autohisteoria is “the concept that Chicanas and women of color write not only about abstract

Anzaldúa utilizes the terms autohistoria and a
 utohisteoría t o describe her writing. The distinction is that
autohistoria simply refers to auto, meaning self and historia, meaning story. However, autohisteoría
combines the auto-story with the idea that one is also developing theory from one’s narrative (Anzaldúa,
2000, 242).
1
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ideas but also bring in their personal history as well as the history of their community”
(Anzaldúa, 2000, 242). As Anzaldúa points out, this type of writing combines personal writing
about the self and a re-telling of history from the point of view of a collective of marginalized
people with significant shared identity. This is salient because history is written by the people in
power, who exclude the voices of the colonized (Anzaldúa in Keating, 2000, 242). It is also a
shift from thinking about people in an overly individualized way common to Euro-American
philosophy; instead, the individual is recognized as always already part of their community(ies)
so that one’s story is never just one’s own. By speaking about ourselves personally and telling a
non-Eurocentric history where Chicanx people are the focus, autohisteoria allows Chicanas to
write for other Chicanas. This mode of writing and story-telling is necessary because it allows
Chicanas, widely underrepresented in popular culture and literature, to feel “seen.”
Anzaldúa’s Borderlands/La Frontera is an example of an autohisteoria, and also the first
text I read where I felt my existence and identities validated. Delgadillo (2011) analyzes
Anzaldúa’s border autohisteoría through the lens of spiritual mestizaje. Autohisteoría borrows
from the narrative tradition of testimonio by re-creating a personal experience of marginalization
and placing it within a collective experience and struggle (Delgadillo, 2011: 33). However,
Delgadillo argues that autohisteoría goes beyond testimonio by creating theory from lived
experience, offering up new paradigms, and guiding how we understand cross-cultural
encounters and go about them (2011: 33). Autohisteoría, like testimonio, is also important,
because it calls upon memory so individuals may remember the complexities in their lives and
fight against monolithic understandings of their experiences (2011: 19).
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To develop my own narrative, I utilize “free writing” exercises and mobilize my reactions
to the diary as inspiration for this writing. After, I utilize the diary analysis as an outline for my
historia. I assess how the “free writing” exercises relate to the themes I selected for the archival
analysis of the diary. I then chose to expand upon the narratives I had already written that
mirrored the themes within the archival analysis. I wrote additional narratives where I saw it
pertinent and supplemented my previous writing. By allowing myself creative freedom to write
about what mattered to me in the moment, I was able to highlight for myself what I cared about
most. Furthermore, my methodological approach to writing was not linear and was largely
influenced by my decision to prioritize my voice within this project.
In prioritizing voice, I push back against Euro-American modes of writing and
scholarship production. Opposite to what is valued in academia, I center Kahlo’s voice,
experiences, and imagination alongside my own. As I focus on spirituality and our personal
experiences with spirituality, my work also stands outside the norm of academia. True to my
lived experience and following Anzaldúa, I write bilingually and switch between English and
Spanish sporadically. I sometimes give translations for my Spanish writing and other times I do
not. I do this intentionally grounding myself in Anzaldúa’s assertion that “If the others get it,
fine, and if they don’t, fine” (Anzaldúa in Keating, 2000: 245). The “other” here is largely the
Anglo, the gringo who has historically been included in normative modes of knowledge
production. Lastly, my work stands as a challenge to Eurocentric academia by being highly
vulnerable. It is my ethical commitment to be as vulnerable as I can be within this writing
because I am working with Kahlo’s private diary. As the artists never intended this work to
become published, I resist easy appropriation of her work, an act of what bell hooks calls “eating
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the other” (hooks, 1992: 39). Instead of theorizing from a place of “academic authority,” I
expose myself and my inner worlds as Kahlo’s inner worlds became exposed. As
scholar-activists have shown us, this challenges old Eurocentric dichotomies about
rationality/emotionality, mind/body, objectivity/subjectivity, material/spiritual that have set the
standard for “real research” (Hesse-Biber, 2014: 5-6, 18-19).
Theoretical Framework
Frida y Yo: Dos Mestizas Mexicanas
Nada vale más que la risa- Es fuerza reir. Y abandonarse. Ser ligero. La tragedia es lo
más ridículo que tiene “el hombre” pero estoy segura, de que los animales, aunque
“sufren”, no exiben su “pena” en “teatros” abiertos, ni “cerrados” (los “hogares”). Y su
dolor es mas cierto que cualquier imagen que pueda cada hombre “representar” a sentir
dolorosa. (Kahlo in Lowe, 1995: 239)
Kahlo kept a personal diary for the last ten years of her life. By then, she had suffered 32
painful operations. Having already suffered from polio as a child, Kahlo’s physical turmoils
escalated in 1925, when the bus she was riding was hit by a street car; the crash resulted in a
broken spinal column, collarbone, ribs, and pelvis. That day, Kahlo was brutalized by the
handrail that entered her through her back and came out through her vagina. Her body was never
the same, and she was unable to carry any of her pregnancies to term. Kahlo’s body became a
reflection of the Revolucion taking place in Mexico, and like the nation, Kahlo’s body never
healed.
Our bodies, mexicanas, mestizas, rebeldes, cannot be separated from our histories. First
came the brutal Aztec empire, intimidating its people with its sacrificial theocracy. Then the
Spanish colonizers, appropriating the Indios culture and destroying it at the same time.
Colonization and genocide followed by foreign invasions and mistreatment: the loss of half our
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territory to the United States, the French invasion, and the ghost of the the Spanish crown
(Anzaldúa, 1987). All these instances felt like personal losses by a people denied an independent
identity by the globe’s most prolific colonizers.
The wounded reality of Mexico was further exemplified through the Revolucion, where
el pueblo sought to regain an identity detached from the bourgeois colonizers that still held a
firm grip over la raza y el país. In the wake of la Revolucion Mexicana, Kahlo focused on
merging an emerging nationalism with indigenous traditions and symbols (Calabró, 2016: 91).
Kahlo, the self proclaimed “Hija de la Revolucion,”2 rejected a romanticized image of
post-revolutionary Mexico, and instead focused on re-defining mestizo/a identity (Calabró, 2016:
91-92). In this way, as indigenismo t ook hold of the national search for “new” identity, Kahlo
participated in this appropriation of pre-colonial symbols3 (Calabró, 2016: 93). A need to push
back against encroaching capitalism and American motivated urges for industrialization
underpinned Kahlo’s attachment to a unique and sovereign Mexican identity.
Fuentes points out, “Mexico is a country that has been made by its wounds” (1995: 8),
and I am a child of these wounds. I am the hija mestiza searching for a mother that will accept
her. I found such a mother in Kahlo, the daughter of German, Hungarian and Mexican parents,
and the only other mestiza I knew for a long time. Me, la hija immigrante de una madre blanca y
un padre prieto. Extracted from my home, I began the journey to anything familiar. I found that,
like me, Kahlo mirrors the rajaduras of Mexico. Through her use of her own body’s image and
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Kahlo stressed her commitment to her national Mexican identity by changing her birth date from 1907 to
1910, the birth of the Mexican Revolution (Calabró, 2016: 93). This is yet another example of how Kahlo
found ways to re-create herself in order to embody her ideals.
3
It is important to note that the search for a mestizo/a identity through indigenismo relied on
appropriations of a perceived “indian past” and invisiblized indigenous populations in Mexico. The
nostalgia of a lost past worked to frame Mexico’s indigeneity as an extinct past, and not a living and
enduring people (Saldaña-Portillo, 2001: 406).
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the symbolism she attaches to it, Kahlo found a way to embody the history of Mexico: both
broken but constantly transforming and evolving.
Nevertheless, her light is like the humor of nuestro pueblo. We are the gente that finds
humor in death, alegría in nature, and beauty in destruction. We are the product of ancestral loss
and years of confusion that forced us to find who we wanted to be. Now I know my tierra’s
history, and her cuts reflect my own. Como mi madre y mi tierra, I have been a used resource,
denied my authenticity, and amputated from Spirit… like mi tierra santa, I am seeking a return to
myself. My mother Frida has shown me it is possible, and her presence as an unwavering Spirit
in my life propels me. Kahlo was able to transform her pain into art, and her pain became a
vessel of expression. For creating art is channeling energy and letting Spirit move the body in
action, into creation. Kahlo’s energy, a product of so much pain and joy, exists in the art she
birthed.
Kahlo adds fantasy to what she sees around her, but her embellishments are often not
incredibly fantastical because Mexico, herself, her dearest subjects, are fantastical enough
(Fuentes, 1995: 14). Life and dream blur and their distinction is not important; what becomes
important is the beautiful truth and sincerity of her work. Famously quoted for admitting, “I paint
myself because I am alone. I am the subject I know best,” Kahlo’s work merged imagination
with sensation, reactions with dreams, hope with fear. Often typified as a Surrealist painter for
her strangeness, displacement, and irrationality, Kahlo best exemplifies a “cultural stream” rather
than an adhesion to Surrealist norms (Fuentes, 1995: 14). Kahlo’s rejection of the label
“Surrealist” further motivated by her desire to reject all things bourgeois. She writes, “Some
critics have tried to classify me as a Surrealist; but I do not consider myself a Surrealist… I
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detest Surrealism. To me, it seems a manifestation of bourgeois art. A deviation from the true art
that the people hope for from the artist… I wish to be worthy, with my paintings, of the people to
whom I belong and to the ideas which strengthen me” (Kahlo in Calabró, 2016: 98) Instead of
pursuing a detached portrayal, she desired to highlight the lived reality of Mexico: vibrant,
mystic, hurting, twisted. Not surprising then, that Kahlo incorporated Mexican culture into her
paintings and had to simply paint what she knew to show a dreamy and at times,
incomprehensible reality.
In her work, Kahlo always returns to the bravery of radical honesty and vulnerability.
“My themes, she said, are my sensations, my states of mind, my reactions to life” (Fuentes,
1995: 15). Through her art, Kahlo shows her audience the process of “becoming.” She inches
closer and closer to self-discovery, yet obtaining a total and complete understanding of the self is
not the goal. Instead, there is unraveling and molding, sorrow and brokenness, elation and love.
Standing in the foreground, at least to herself, of a fight for revolucion y libertad para el pueblo
Mexicano, Kahlo resisted being erased like her gente had been. All she felt and experienced,
imagined, or dreamed, would be honored as real. This reverence to her own reality is a political
act against the dehumanization and erasure of Mexican pain.
This insistence inspires me; Kahlo’s commitment to herself teaches me to always return
to my psyche and spiritual self. In my life, I have made myself smaller and ignored my inner
voice. My fear of being erased by others prevented me from embracing my experiences, dreams,
and imagination as real. Kahlo, my mother, guides me to create art from the crevices within me.
Like her, I paint myself and the images of my psyche. I remember that the darkness within us can
lead us to the most amazing discoveries. I go to the depths of myself and Kahlo is there with me.
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She tells me it is okay to be afraid… I follow her to a small door, and I realize that crossing this
threshold means letting go, releasing every judgment that has told me I was ugly. I look to my
mother, I tell her, “tengo mucho miedo.” Kahlo smiles back at me and chuckles, “screw ugly,
explore your truth.”
My Spiritual Mother: Gloria Anzaldúa
I call upon my mother now to bless me and this work. You laid the path before us, and
always moved us to change and transform. It was through your work that I first saw myself, and
a veil was lifted from my gaze. Hablaste de mí cuando I thought no one had, y me diste alas para
seguir mi propia vida. Por ti, soy mestiza con honor. Because of you, I am a proud mestiza.
Gloria Anzaldúa is widely considered a pioneer of Chicana studies, of Chicana
spirituality, and her work informs my own spirituality. Anzaldúa’s writing explores identity and
mobilizes spirituality as a tool for personal and collective liberation. While the lineage of
knowledge and consciousness she left us is vast, I will focus on the ideas that have been most
important to me and my engagement with Kahlo’s work. Among these teachings are viewing the
self as a bridge, navigating nepantla and the Coatlicue state to develop conocimientos, heal
arrebatos a nd rajaduras.
Anzaldúa guides mestizas to develop an awareness of themselves as bridges. Recognizing
the complexities we possess as mestizas can lead us not only to navigate bridges, but become
them. Anzaldúa offers that we can act as bridges to ourselves, or “a bridge home to the self”
(Anzaldúa, 2002: 540). Understanding that dominant society wishes all humans to be divided,
conflicted with ourselves and our world, Anzaldúa offers a liberating path: the path that we
create when we return to ourselves with love. When we act as bridges to ourselves, we can
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develop new understandings of who we are and how we are evolving. Mestizas are not only
bridges to ourselves, but we can act as bridges between peoples and worlds. As Anzaldúa
explains, occupying different identities and belonging to various groups lets us be in “different
worlds and getting the best from those worlds- white, colored, gay straight- and benefitting from
those connections” (Anzaldúa, 2000: 206). Through seeing multiplicity in identity as we bridge
between worlds, mestizas can develop conocimientos.
Conocimientos are “alternative ways of knowing that synthesize reflection with action to
create subversive knowledge systems that challenge the status quo” (Keating, 2000: 5). As a
mestiza, Anzaldúa understands what it is like to be conflicted with herself, unsure of what
identities to prioritize within any given situation, constantly at odds with herself, out of place.
Ultimately, for Anzaldúa, “Conocimiento comes from opening all your senses, consciously
inhabiting your body and decoding its symbols…” (Anzaldúa, 2002: 542). Reaching a mestiza
consciousness necessitates that we embrace ambiguity and transcend binary thinking (Anzaldúa,
1987:101). Similarly, to reach new c onocimientos, one must enter nepantla, the “overlapping
space between different perceptions and belief systems” (Anzaldúa, 2002: 541). Anzaldúa
describes nepantla as a liminal, transitional space that tugs us in different directions and allows
us to make the “in-between” our home (Anzaldúa, 2002: 541, 548). Rejecting all harsh
ideological lines, the mestiza that lives in nepantla can challenge normative ways of seeing the
world around her by “breaking out” of her mental and emotional prison; as she re-connects with
all that is within her, she is able to challenge all the previous ways she understood the world
(Anzaldúa, 2002: 542). This way, the mestiza lives in limbo and makes the “bridge” between her
worlds her home; not only this, but she also becomes a bridge between worlds and among
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peoples. Entering nepantla sets us free because it shows us new ways of thinking and existing.
Nevertheless, conocimientos are not only obtained by entering nepantla.
Named after the Aztec goddess of heaven and hell, life and death, Anzaldúa also
introduces the idea of the Coatlicue state. In the Coatlicue state, one is in deep sadness, exile,
depression, and torn from all homes. Here, you are forced to confront your thoughts as you are
engulfed in your ego’s worries: should you choose your conscious being or the inner-self that
lies dormant within you? (Anzaldúa, 1987: 72). The value of this darkness is our ability to
understand our fears or “shadow beasts” (Anzaldúa, 1987: 66). In the depths of our psyches, we
may become desintegración and transform ourselves anew. This transformation is guided by the
new conocimientos we develop in the Coatlicue state. Conocimientos allow us to find healing as
we develop new ways of seeing and understanding ourselves and our worlds.
We need to develop conocimientos to heal the arrebatos and rajaduras in our lives.
According to Anzaldúa, un arrebato is a rupture or fragmentation (Anzaldúa, 2002: 546). Our
rajaduras can expose trauma as we understand something has been unfairly taken from us, or ha
sido arrebatado. This causes you to question your waking dream, because you are thrown into a
state of disillusionment and turmoil. An unconscious trust in the Universe is destroyed as one
senses their being to have been assaulted and violated (Anzaldúa, 2002: 546-547). In my
personal spiritual journey, exploring the arrebatos in my life is crucial for my healing. Like
Anzaldúa foretold, los arrebatos that I experienced led me to question everything about myself
and my existence in the world. Who was I if these things had happened to me? How could I ever
understand myself and my wounds? The answer lies in one’s engagement with nepantla and the
Coatlicue state to reach new conocimientos that guide our healing of the arrebatos in our lives.
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What is Chicana Spirituality?
“The ancestors knew we were coming
They left work for us
Now we carry their wisdom forward.
Know who you are, sabe quien eres
Know your land, conoce tu tierra
Learn your language, aprende tu idioma
Follow the beliefs of your people, your spiritual culture
Do not let spells affect you…” (Inés Talamantez)
This is a personal journey, and going in, digging in, is necessary. If I must write about
spirituality, I must do so from the most tender and open parts of my consciousness. I only
provide a version of something much larger than me, and I fight against the thoughts that creep
up and tell me that I am inconsequential and irrelevant, that my words don’t mean anything. I
must write about spirituality (my spirituality, only a s pirituality) because it’s what inspires me.
Me da alas. My spirit tells me to write--an active prayer that I may express myself fully. My
spirituality guides me to myself, to the parts of me I’ve let become so insignificant. Following a
spiritual path means leaving so many others, yet I had to do this4. Embracing a spiritual life is
choosing a new path. Like the crushing, effortless roaring and peace of a waterfall, the spiritual
path is devastating and glorious. I knew I would get lost trying to find the things I never knew
existed, but I have decided to wander; I take one step at a time on my way home, collecting lost
fragments of my indivisible being. My prayers guide me to ask for healing: healing of the earth,
healing of my body and soul, healing of the connections that make up our world. This is my very
pulse, y ahora me quedo abierta, dandote lo todo, the act of creation a healing sacrifice.

In Living a Feminist Life, S
 arah Ahmed (2017) explores what it means to leave the normative “paths”
society has set out for us, and how we may challenge structures such as patriarchy when we decide to
live according to our own truth.
4
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Essentially, spirituality is how we connect to ourselves, the world around us, Source or
Creation. Many Chicana activists define spirituality simply as “consciousness and connection”
(Holmes, 2016: 42). Through spiritual practices centered on one’s connections, one can develop
a deep love for nature, other people, and ourselves. Here, it is important to distinguish between
spirituality and religion. Delgadillo provides a clear distinction by framing religion as the
“institutionalized, organized, traditional religion in Western thought” and spirituality as the
“non-Western and non-institutional forms of relation to the sacred” (2011: 3). While helpful in
distinguishing between the two practices generally, I do believe this distinction to be reductive in
nature. There is a subtle danger in framing spirituality as “non-Western” because it places
spirituality in a counterstance (Anzaldúa, 1987: 100) with religion. By setting spirituality in a
dualistic opposition with religion, where one represents the West and the other “the rest,” we
erase the complex mestizaje of spirituality: the ways in which it re-creates and transforms the
colonizer and the ways in which it is practiced by people both “Western” and not (mestizos that
are simultaneously both and something new). While Anzaldúa only makes a single reference to
the term, “spiritual mestizaje” demands that we deconstruct, for ourselves and our communities,
the ways in which our colonization is ancestral, historic, and ongoing (Delgadillo, 2011: 4). In
this way, spiritual mestizaje is a reflection of ourselves and our communities because it
incorporates old ways of knowing while tearing and remodeling these knowledges (Delgadillo,
2011: 38). In accordance with the notion of spiritual mestizaje, a pluralistic and free flowing
spirituality can be found within a more structured religion, as is the case for many Chicanas and
Latinas who intertwine their spiritual beliefs with their religious beliefs. Nevertheless, I focus on
spirituality or spiritual mestizaje, which individuals may or may not connect to their individual
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and collective religious beliefs. As Chicanas and/or Latinas mold and develop their spiritual
beliefs, they push against oppressive traditions and norms.
Pursuing and molding a spiritual practice is significant when we consider the pillaging of
Chicana, Latina, and Indigenous women’s ancestral traditions and the imposition of Judeo
Christian traditions. Colonialism sought to eradicate and destroy the Indian, the Aztec, the
Toltec, and leave us only with their European traditions. According to “reason” and
“objectivity,” the mind, body, and soul are opposed and fragmented; The spirit, intuition,
passion, and the sacred are all antithesis to reason (Facio & Laura, 2014: 5). Additionally, New
Age dehistoricized approaches that focus on transcending the flesh effectively ignore
corporeality, where Chicana, Latina, and Indigenous spirituality intentionally engage the mind
and body as symbiotic parts of a whole. Uniting the “bodymindspirit” against the societal push to
be fragmented selves is salient in pursuing healing and transformation through spirituality,
because one is mobilizing a contextualized recognition of the arrebatos that we have experienced
as Chicanas, Latinas y Indigenas (Facio & Laura, 2014: 11).
In spiritual tradition, the rigid lines between self and other, self and nature, self and
community, are all blurred. Seeing everything and everyone as working in balance to achieve
harmony, activism is not a result of spirituality, but its guiding light. Spirituality can be intensely
political, especially when we abide by the understanding that the personal is political. The
literature highlights how, “for many women who identify as Chicanas, Latinas, and/or
Indigenous, the claiming of their spirituality goes hand in hand with a deep sense of respect for
and accountability to their communities, including specific land based traditions… (Laura &
Facio, 2014: 4). Understanding one’s spirituality as a vessel through which we can serve our
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communities allows us to feel more connected to them. Cantu emphasizes that “spirituality and
activist actions are related. We touch the spirit when we change the world with our actions, and it
is spirit that “inspires” right action, especially our social justice actions” (2014: 216). The spirit
guides us to be there for other people, because we don’t see others as separate from ourselves.
The Body- A Spiritual Perspective
The body is a site of transformation and healing. Spirituality guides us to feel
interconnected: part of its potential is that it might help us see how advocating for one another
works to heal the fractures between differently situated folk (Bost, 2010: 111). Gloria Anzaldúa
had an everlasting belief in transformation and stood behind the idea that people can always
change. Anzaldúa’s work is situated within an “experientially-based epistemology and ethics,”
which emphasizes the lived experience of “culturally inscribed bodies” (Bost, 2010: 18). By
emphasizing that we are corporeal beings, Anzaldúa shapes spirituality as something that is
lived, not simply imagined (Bost, 2010: 10); therefore, as the body lives, it changes. Everything
goes back to the body, and we exist within its material and physical reality. This can be said to
oppose transcendental spiritualities, which often ignore corporeal reality.
The spirituality that I am concerned with rejects modernist desires to transcend the body.
Instead, in Chicana spirituality, the body is the site that experiences the spiritual journey and
from which the spiritual journey precedes (Bost, 2010: 10). Furthermore, our bodies collect
knowledge and are also the vessel with which we resolve our issues within the material plane.
The body is a site of knowledge mediation and production--it processes information as it is
presented, and it formulates new ideas. It is important to note that as the body experiences
permeability, the lines between the world and the body become blurred; it is not completely
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possible to distinguish which knowledge originates solely from the corporeal existence or the
corporeal experience. By corporeal existence I refer to the state of “being” alive, and by
corporeal experience I emphasize what our bodies do that allows us to acquire experiences. This
is important to my understanding of healing, because, as Kahlo shows us, the body can be the
subject of art as it is simultaneously the site from which art emanates. The corporeal experience
of artistic creation is mediated through the body, since the body holds the brush and physically
moves to create. What the body has experienced, what the body looks like, and how the body
feels all influence the artistic expression. Furthermore, what Kahlo wore, her bodily experiences,
how she painted her body, and how she expressed herself about her body are all symbolic, and
they guide me to who she is within.
Kahlo adorns herself, perhaps to hide the brokenness she denies as her limitation. Her
body may be tortured, broken leg and shriveled foot, orthopedic corsets bolstering her up, but she
is a beautiful holy altar. “The body is the temple of the soul. The face is the temple of the body.
And when the body breaks, the soul has no other shrine except the face” (Fuentes, 1995: 8). I
imagine that staring into her own eyes made her feel safe, and that painting herself, her temple,
helped her heal. In painting her body, Kahlo moved her body in the act of creating as she
re-created her broken body. When nuestros wounds abarcan todo lo que somos, cuando son
physical, mental, and spiritual, where can we turn? Con quien nos respaldamos cuando todo
nuestro ser está herido? One answer is that we might turn to ourselves in the artistic process of
creation. Coatlicue doesn’t fear the desintegración total, she dives deeper. Kahlo lived in her
broken body, but she allowed herself to be all that she wanted and feared in her paintings. Kahlo,
wise Coatlicue in her own right, honored her brokenness and pain, painted the source of her
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afflictions, faced her own face, and created a world without linear answers or clear renewals, and
above all else, molded a world of healing for herself. I mobilize Anzaldúa’s descriptions of the
writing process5, which she saw as a spiritual process and a healing process, to understand how
art helped Kahlo heal her relationship with her body.
Part II: The Diary of Frida Kahlo
Introduction: Frida, my Teacher
The process of creation can be likened to spiritual ritual; the intention is to think up new
worlds by raising energy and focusing on one’s consciousness. When art is created, the whole
self is present and our ability to connect to the divine flourishes. In uniting our being to express
our consciousness, art is an extension of our spiritual selves. The Diary of Frida Kahlo serves as
a bridge to her spirit: the place of inexorable pain and abundant joy. In these private pages,
Kahlo painted and wrote her consciousness. The energy that equally moved and paralyzed her is
visible in her entries, and I see a healing journey through them. Kahlo needed to create, but she
also needed to heal. Kahlo’s diary is as raw as a stream of consciousness, where any filter or edit
is eliminated to make way for the most sincere thoughts and feelings of the spirit. Her diary
guides me to her in a way no public painting of her’s has, and still I wonder if I am wrong for
wanting to peer this close. Her diary, a journal intime (Lowe, 1995: 25), was meant only for her
to work through her thoughts and emotions, not to be displayed as proof of her complex
humanity. As her body deteriorated and she was able to do less and less, her diary was the space
where she could run free. As Kahlo painted, her spirit ran and her inner worlds came to life and
into her awareness. I choose to stand this close to Kahlo, to peer into these crevices of her mind,
5

For Anzaldúa, being an artist was a part of her existance and a reflection of her existance. I particularly
enjoy the following description of the state of being a writer: “Being a writer feels very much like being a
Chicana, or being queer- a lot of squirming, coming up against all sorts of walls” (Anzaldúa, 1987: 94).
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because she teaches me about healing. In creation the spirit is vibrant; when the spirit is engaged
in the body and through the body, one can begin to make sense of one’s consciousness. I analyze
how Kahlo’s diary demonstrates an engagement with spirituality, and I propose that this
engagement served as a healing force. Specifically, I focus on the diary entries that exemplify the
themes of culture and heritage, romantic love, and the body. When Kahlo was alive, these
themes moved her to create. Today, I follow her journey inward and, through these themes, and I
find that as things change, they stay the same. Kahlo’s journey, unique to her in a lifetime unlike
one I will live, speaks a most sincere truth that helps me transform.
Culture and Heritage
Through representations of Aztec, indigenous, and Mexican culture, Kahlo “preserves”
and communicates the essence o f Mexico. However, her representations are mutable and hold
various meanings that make their exact origins and purpose, at times, indistinguishable.
Nevertheless, Kahlo communicates a simultaneously beautiful and broken past and attempts to
reconcile it with a persisting beautiful and broken present. She does all this as she weaves herself
in throughout her representations of a mestizo/a culture. This can be understood as the artist’s
need to understand, create, and contextualize the self, herself. Furthermore, Aztec symbols and
aspects of Mexican indigenous culture influenced Kahlo’s art, and consequently, how she
accessed her spirituality.
In one painting (see Image 1 below), Kahlo paints a pyramid and a sun and above them
she writes “luna” and “sol” (Kahlo in Lowe, 1995: 261). These relate to the ancient Aztec
pyramids at the site of Teotihuacan. These two symbols are an integral part of Aztec ancient
culture and worship: they symbolize the cyclical changes of the seasons. Between these two
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objects and closer to the fore of the painting, Kahlo paints a figure dressed in a traditional
Mexican skirt. One arm extends out of the figure and is splattered in ink. This arm appears to be
pricked by an explosion of needles. The arm appears obliterated and wounded under the
splattered ink that obscures it. Under this figure, Kahlo writes “yo?”

Image 1.
Kahlo paints herself as the womanly figure she centers between the moon and the sun, and
questions this identification. Kahlo asks herself if the figure she has painted is herself6.
6

In her painting, “My Dress Hangs There,” Kahlo intentionally leaves the traditional Zapotec dress empty,
and hanging between the industrial New York landscape. As Calabró theorizes this to represent the
artist’s feelings of “absence and displacement” (2016: 97), I inscribe an equal but opposite meaning to
Kahlo’s portrayal of herself within this particular dress; Kahlo’s presence within the traditional garment can
signal her identification with the image and its contents, especially within the pictured landscape of
Teotihuacan in contrast to her absence in New York.
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Considering that this was her private diary, it is unlikely she asked this rhetorically. Instead, I
believe she used art to explore her subconscious, her imagination. She engages her subconscious
by asking herself for clarification within the subjects that flow from her. Furthermore, if the
figure is a representation of Kahlo, the figure is wounded but it is also protected. By positioning
herself in this particular scene, where Aztec symbols also hold the focus, Kahlo conveys how she
feels connected to Aztec spiritual symbols. Kahlo’s connection to these divine symbols can be
considered part of her mestiza spirituality because she appropriates Aztec symbols of divinity
and merges them with her consciousness in her painting. Even though the figure is wounded, it is
under the protection of the sun and the moon, and there is a promise of healing within the
season’s cyclical transformations. These symbols give Kahlo access to the cosmos; they are
accessible to her because she is able to place herself in their proximity. In creating this painting,
Kahlo acts as a bridge: she places a wounded imagined version of herself under two spiritual
symbols in Aztec tradition and paints suffering and transformation simultaneously. Kahlo
focuses her consciousness on the symbols that might bring her peace and utilizes her art to
express her spirituality.
In the aforementioned painting, Kahlo also connects herself to her Mexican culture
through the vestimentas that she paints her image wearing. Matching the traditional Indian dress
she regularly wore, the dress seen in Image 1 could represent the traditional costume of Zapotec
women, who are known to be independent, majestic, courageous, and strong (Calabró, 2016: 95).
If this is so, the dress operates as a cloak of protection as Kahlo imagines herself strong and
majestic, even as her body is decaying. Furthermore, Kahlo demonstrates intentionality as “The
Indian costume represented one more way of proclaiming her alliance with the race” (Calabró,
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2016: 96). As Kahlo utilized her public appearance to connect herself to her raza, s he also
manifested her sense of connection to Mexican culture through the ways in which she dressed
her image within her private diary.
In the page directly behind the painting of Kahlo under el sol y la luna, Kahlo paints
“Muertes en Relajo” (Kahlo in Lowe, 1995: 262). This painting, seen below in Image 2, is also a
portrayal of Mexican culture, but unlike the previous representation of Aztec culture, this
portrays “modern” culture (Lowe, 1995: 262). Within modern Mexican culture, “The widespread
presence of the calavera highlights a Mexican attitude towards death which might be called
national fatalism. Death is dreaded, but also made fun of, made absurd through the replication of

Image 2.
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its image” (Lowe, 1995: 262). In this picture, there is a central calavera that stands with a long
skirt. Like the figure from Image one in the previous page of The Diary, Kahlo’s central calavera
has an ink shattered arm. One is left wondering whether Kahlo sees herself as this calavera, too.
Dressed similarly to the figure in the previous page and also portrayed with a wounded
arm, it is not difficult to believe Kahlo might have inserted herself in this piece as well.
Furthermore, this piece can be understood as a tool for accessing conocimiento. K
 ahlo portrays
death and might have inserted herself as an embodiment of death; this grappling with the concept
of death, something that loomed over the artist’s head continuously due to her poor health and
numerous surgeries, can be seen as a healing practice of reaching new conocimientos. P
 uedes
entrar the dark Coatlicue state, and experiment with the perceptions que tienes of yourself. In
representing herself as a calavera, Kahlo demystified death and transformed her relationship with
the inevitable. Todos nos moriremos algun dia, but finding that conocimiento and healing your
relationship con ese entendimiento, can require you to enter the depths of your psyche. If
troubling feelings around death were difficult to cope with, finding ways to find peace in the
cycles of life could be an important spiritual practice. Furthermore, Kahlo’s piece utilizes a
Mexican belief in the joy of life and death to materialize death for herself. Kahlo incorporated
the Mexican teachings on the banality of death to laugh at her own mortality. This way,
mobilizing Mexican culture as a guide and teacher, served as a vessel for her spiritual healing.
Romantic Love
“Nobody will ever know how much I love Diego. I don’t want anything to hurt him.
Nothing to bother him or to sap the energy that he needs to live- To live the way he feels
better. Painting, seeing, loving, eating, sleeping, feeling lonely, feeling accompanied- but
never want him to be sad and if I had my health I’d like to give it all to him if I had my
youth he could have it all I’m not just your - mother - I am the embryo, the germ, the first
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cell which = potentially = engendered him- I am him from the most primitive… and the
most ancient cells, that with time became him” (Frida in Lowe, 1995, 234).
This poem takes up two plates, as much of the writing that referred to Rivera tends to
expand over more than one plate. Here, Kahlo speaks of the connection she feels to Rivera,
where her love ties them to the womb. The womb evokes imagery of creation. In the womb
Kahlo creates Rivera. She wants to give him all, because giving him all means giving herself all.
They are one because Kahlo sees her own cells as the source of his life. Kahlo’s spirituality is
present when she calls on Rivera, because her interpellation of him brings him into her reality
and allows her to feel connected to him. Kahlo exemplifies the spiritual understanding of the
connectivity of all beings through love. Furthermore, one can imagine Kahlo’s love for Rivera as
a tool for healing. As Kahlo loves Rivera, she loves herself; they exist as one interconnected
being in Kahlo’s psyche. This allows Kahlo to call on Rivera, and since Kahlo is writing this in
her private diary, she understands that he might not appear physically upon her call. By “talking”
to her beloved through her diary, Kahlo is conjuring his energy and spirit. By feeling his spirit
close, Kahlo can then call upon courage and hope to heal her pain. Kahlo is channeling the
energy of love to ground herself and heal her solitude.
Kahlo exemplifies how writing of Rivera and to Rivera grounds her as we also see in the
following poem: “Tree of Hope stand firm! I’ll wait for your voice and I’m full of you, waiting
for your words which will make me grow and enrich me. DIEGO. I’m alone” (Frida in Lowe,
1995: 244). Kahlo calls on Diego with a sentiment of loneliness, yet Kahlo calls upon Rivera to
be with her repeatedly. In Rivera, Kahlo finds shelter and protection. While this can be
interpreted as a disempowering dependence, her diary demonstrates how a written and visual
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language of love and yearning served to bring Kahlo peace. As she calls on Rivera, she calls on
her “hope” to “stand firm.” When Diego is present, energetically in her entries through her
interpellation of him, hope is also present. I theorize this love as a healing love, because it brings
Kahlo a grounding feeling of hope and safety. Through boundless expressions of love, Kahlo
showers herself with love. Kahlo describes how Rivera is a part of her, an extension of her very
own self (Frida in Lowe: 1995: 234). As Kahlo thinks of herself and Rivera as one indivisible
being, she envisions self-love. If Kahlo and Rivera are one, the love she feels for him is the love
she feels for herself. The love she expresses reveals Kahlo’s ability to mobilize love to heal her
various states of loneliness, sadness, and desperation.
Kahlo doesn’t just write about Rivera; she also shares a curious inclination towards
several women in her life as she writes about old friends. One of her most captivating “calls” on
women is one she makes to a little girl she imagined in her childhood. Over four pages, Kahlo
tells an intimate story of an imaginary friend she had when she was six years old. In this story,
she remembers crossing a “door” (seen in Image 3) to the realm where her imaginary friend
would be waiting for her. “Alone with my great happiness with the very vivid memory of the
little girl. It has been 34 years since I lived that magical friendship and every time I remember it
it comes alive and grows more and more inside my world” (Frida in Lowe, 1995: 246-247).
Here, the idea of being alone is transformed: Kahlo’s solitude acts as a playground of her
imagination and her dependence on herself for creativity and exploration. Kahlo constructs her
mind as a safe place. Her early solidarity with her imaginary friend provided her a vessel of
exploration. She did not have to, as she did later on in her life, “call upon” other people to protect
her. This is not to say that her “call” upon Diego, which she repeated several times in her diary,
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is intrinsically worse or less empowered than her ability to conjure safety for herself in the form
of her imagination. Instead, when Kahlo evokes Rivera to stand beside her so she is not “sola,”
she is mobilizing love as an empowering tool. The love she feels for Rivera, the man that is
Kahlo herself, inspires hope. Similarly, Kahlo imagined a friend to erase the loneliness of her
physical reality. As Kahlo calls upon her allies, they become present. Her power is in bringing
them to life within her pages, so that she does not have to be alone. I believe that Kahlo’s
childhood imaginary friend and her “interpellation” of Rivera point to Kahlo’s overall reliance
on her imagination to mobilize love as a spiritual healing practice and, potentially, to explore her
many selves and find comfort in them.

Image 3.
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The Body
One of the most pervasive themes throughout Kahlo’s diary is that of the body and its
brokenness. Kahlo depicts various pieces and body parts that do not usually go together as they
merge to form a new body. In “The Phenomenon Unforeseen” pictured in Image 4 below, Kahlo
creates a creature that, upon first glance, looks like multiple figures standing side by side (Kahlo
in Lowe, 1995: 225). Two almost fully formed figures are the focus of the drawing, but once
again, their figures are made up of the wrong limbs with extremities protruding in the wrong

Image 4.
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places. The creatures’ legs are rotated to face every way but the front; heads emerge from
crevices and eyes hide throughout the figure. This particular drawing incorporates a phallus that
protrudes from an unknown place. Drawings such as this one, a pictorial stream of
consciousness, allow the reader to peer into Kahlo’s unconscious, where it is evident that
thoughts about the body, perhaps her b ody, trouble her. Kahlo views her body as broken,
potentially queer; nevertheless, Kahlo used her expression and art to create her body for herself.
Through her creations, Kahlo entered a conversation with her own psyche where she grappled
with her body’s limitations and defied them. Within this grappling process, Kahlo entered
nepantla a nd refused to acquire a monolithic perception of her body.
While Kahlo captured broken and disfigured bodies, she also captured her own pain
within them. In image 5, one sees a self-portrait in a frontal and peripheral view (Frida in Lowe,
1995: 226). The two faces are “stitched” together with a thick brow that expands across their
foreheads. A stoic look characterizes the face. Pain is present within the figure’s expression, but
“The impression that the face masks pain is underscored by the curious figure upon her
forehead” (Lowe, 1995: 226). The figure we see on her forehead is pierced with about seven
slender arrows. Below and around her are animals7 and other symbols. There is a yin-yang
symbol, an Egyptian bird and dove8, a mythical griffin, and Mexican codices. Kahlo often drew
from Chinese, Egyptian, and Aztec symbolism as a means of self exploration. Together, these
symbols and animals give the portrait a mystical and magical quality. It appears that Kahlo
surrounds herself with talismans of protection (Lowe, 1995: 226). This can be seen as a

Kahlo’s inclusion of animals might be a reference to the nahual; in Aztec tradition, people could
transform themselves into animals and shift identities (Calabró, 2016: 102).
8
According to Calabró, birds are understood as a symbol of divination and Kahlo “might have identified
herself with the veiled identity the bird represents, a multiple identity that is similar to the story of her
Mexico” (2016:102).
7
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construction of the self as wounded, because instead of the third eye that usually occupies (if
anything) the space between her brows, she has placed an arrow struck face.

Image 5.
The chaos present in the portrait gives the feeling that violence is mitigated through
objects of calm and protection. Kahlo’s use of talismans within this piece invokes her spiritual
motivation to paint: she uses the control she possesses over her creative work to surround the
pain she might feel with symbols of protection. Kahlo enters nepantla w
 hen she plays with pain
and protection simultaneously, because she places seemingly opposite forces next to one another.
In this nepantla, Kahlo grapples with the pain she feels within her mind and body. Kahlo acts as
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a bridge to herself when she paints the yin-yang symbol, the Mexican codices, the birds, and
griffin, because these objects remind her that she is protected. This could be compared to the
spiritual practice of praying with talismans of protection. Her use of these symbols as talismans
of protection are reminiscent of how people often “call” on their ancestors for guidance. Within
this image, violence is explicit: there is a wounded figure, Kahlo’s faces are stern and desolate.
However, there is also agency expressed through the inclusion of symbols of protection. In this
way, Kahlo may be said to be re-imagining her own suffering. She is placing it in a different
setting and environment; one she controls. Violence and conceptualizations of the body are
mitigated by what Kahlo chooses to assemble around them.

 Image 6.
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The imagery of wings is repeatedly evoked by Kahlo and symbolizes her ability to find
renewal as she copes with her body’s physical impairments. Kahlo uses the imagery of wings
when she talks about her loneliness, and her wings allow her to find vida, a renewal through new
found good spirits, despite her grief. In one entry (Image 6) Kahlo says, “My Diego. I’m no
longer alone. Wings? You keep me company. You lull me to sleep and make me come alive”
(Kahlo in Lowe, 1995: 260). Here it is unclear whether Diego himself is Kahlo’s wings.
Nevertheless, algo le da alas a Kahlo, which allows her to come alive upon their interpellation.
There is a common saying in Mexico, where “me das alas” means that someone or something
lifts your spirits. While Kahlo’s wing imagery might initially lead readers to assume she wants to
fly away from her misery, based on my cultural understanding of the phrase, I interpret Kahlo as
acquiring the empowerment needed to feel joy in her present moment. Kahlo evokes the wing
imagery in her writing and is able to transform her conscious reality: she has the courage to face
her shadow beasts, her loneliness, and emerge from these depths feeling restored in her vibrancy.
Kahlo also mobilizes the imagery of wings to represent the rajaduras a nd pain that must
be traversed for conocimientos to be experienced. In image 7, one sees a drawing of Kahlo with
broken wings, and the artist is inside a bush that is aflame (Kahlo in Lowe, 1995: 269).
Considering the deep influence of Catholicism throughout Mexican culture, one can interpret this
drawing as an allusion to the burning bush depicted in the book of Exodus9. In the book of
Exodus, God reveals himself to Moses through the burning bush and manifests his omnipotence.
Furthermore, the bush is like God’s holiness, because it burns for eternity without becoming

9

Within this context, the burning bush combines two images: the tree of life that flourished and survived in
the dry conditions of the desert, and that of shining light (Wyatt, 1986: 363).
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consumed by the flames or Image requiring fuel (Wyatt, 1986: 364). As Kahlo positions herself
within the burning bush, she is
unable to escape the flames that consume her, yet there is something holy about this. The
inescapable fire, perhaps a metaphor for her reality, pulls her apart and opens the possibility for
conocimiento. Through this portrayal, Kahlo acknowledges that her spirit is eternal, burning like

 Image 7.
a fire that never dies even when the body decays. Kahlo enters the Coatlicue state to challenge
the limits of her experience that bind the self to a material existence. Within the depths of the
fire, or Coatlicue state, the conocimiento that there is something more than life emerges. Being
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in the Coatlicue state is about expanding awareness, and by portraying herself with broken
wings, Kahlo acknowledges that some depths must be traversed for new consciousness to be
developed.
In another one full page drawing (Image 8), Kahlo draws a simple line sketch of a nude
body with no head, wings, and a fake leg. Atop of the body is a small dove, and piercing the
middle of the figure is a long spear that extends from the clavicle area to the sacrum. Under the
drawing Kahlo writes, “Se equivocó la paloma. Se equivocaba…” “The pigeon made mistakes. It
made mistakes” (Kahlo in Lowe, 1995: 277). With this brief writing, Kahlo might be speaking to

Image 8.
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herself, since her nickname was “la paloma.” I suggest that Kahlo depicts forgiveness and
self-acceptance within this drawing, because while she recognizes that she made mistakes, she
still gives herself wings. The body in this drawing is her own: back speared and broken, leg
rendered useless and not her own. While her body is “broken,” la paloma todavia puede volar10.
Kahlo can come to accept the material state of her body by incorporating imagery that makes her
feel safe within her paintings and drawings. Being able to fly, in spirit and mind, means that
Kahlo is not trapped. Her body cannot entrap her when her spirit is free.
Kahlo conceptualizes the body as destroyed, but she is also using the destroyed material
to form the body. In Image 9 (Kahlo in Lowe, 1995: 225), there is a woman’s figure propped on
a column. The figure is placed at an angle and this positioning gives the impression that the
woman is falling. One of its legs is missing, and we only see the leg on the left hand side peering
out from a long skirt. One arm shoots up unnaturally and the other is relaxed down; however, the
“relaxed” arm is severed and the hand (to its right) is falling. Slightly above and to the left of the
falling hand is a falling eye. Next to the figure’s falling hand is another body-less hand and
below the two hands is a severed woman’s head. The falling head lacks any specific identity
markers other than a faint unibrow. Through this subtle detail, the viewer could interpret this as
Kahlo’s own falling head. Another aspect that links the figure to Kahlo is that the figure is
missing the same leg as Kahlo. The center, the core of this figure, is composed of paint splatters

10

Interestingly, here Kahlo attempts to make a distinction between her mind and spirit and her body.
While this could be said to go against my theory that Kahlo embodies a spirituality where the
mindbodyspirit are one, I reject this notion because I perceive Kahlo’s brief separation of the mind and
spirit from the body as a healing mechanism. By separating her mind and spirit from her body, Kahlo
avoids complete dissolution.
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that appear to have been on the page before any other drawings. Above the figure is the sentence,
“Yo soy la desintegración” (I am the disintegration).
Here, Kahlo uses the soiled paper to create as she also constructs a broken and “falling
apart” body. Kahlo gives new meaning to destruction, because she herself is the broken
disintegration, but she is also creating this from what had been deemed disintegrated first, i.e. the
recycled paper she is painting on. From destruction and discard comes creation. Interestingly,
however, the body being created from “desintegración,” is simultaneously created and falling
apart. With a cuerpo roto, the disaster that Kahlo imagines is her inability to create. The arrebato

Image 9.
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that Kahlo experienced, the literal and metaphorical rajadura of her body, leads her to
paint her desintegración. However, I challenge any narrative that wishes to interpret Kahlo’s
painting as a representation of a broken spirit. By conceptualizing her rajaduras and drawing
them, Kahlo is able to gain conocimiento. T
 he artist is not separate from her art, and by painting
the helplessness and brokenness she might have felt, she can come to recognize these feelings.
By bringing her feelings about her body into material reality (in the form of a drawing), these
feelings are no longer abstract or invisible. Kahlo is able to grapple with despair by bringing her
pain into focus.
The body is also meaningful to Kahlo for its usefulness, and she places great value in her
ability to collaborate with others. In an entry dated 1950-51, Kahlo begins with the fact that she
has been sick for a year and has had seven operations on her spinal column (Kahlo, 1995:
255-256). She is unable to walk and does not know if she will be able to do so any time soon. In
this entry (Image 10), Kahlo is in deep despair and she says it bluntly. However, she does thank
her doctor for returning to her “the joy of life.” She describes her despair as one that no words
can describe, and states that she is eager to paint again. Strikingly, Kahlo sees working, painting,
and contributing to the Communist revolution as the “only true reason to live for.” While it
provokes terrible pain, we see that painting gives Kahlo’s life meaning. This is something she
can physically do, which is a manifestation of her internal thoughts, fears, and desires. If she
cannot physically do all that she wishes, she can paint. Kahlo also asserts her desire to serve the
communist party. She mentions that while an invalid since six years old, in 1953 she is finally
ready and able to help the party as a “craftswoman” (Kahlo, 1995: 255-256). For Kahlo, having a
“useful” body appears important, because she desires to contribute to the “revolution.”
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Image 10.
Kahlo’s desire for a “useful” body is an extension of her spiritual commitments, which guide her
towards action. It is not enough for Kahlo to heal herself through her paintings, she must extend
her healing powers as an artist to the “revolution.” A populist movement11, the revolution Kahlo

11

Claiming to seek the institution of riqueza social, la dictadura de Porfirio Diaz resulted in the populist
movement that sought to reinstate basic liberties and rights to the Mexican working class. El Porfiriato
focused on advancing the material prosperity of the country, where the benefits were only enjoyed by the
nation’s dominant class and its foreign investors. Failing to institute sustainable infrastructure, the
Revolución was born out of the populist need to achieve a dignified standing within Mexican society. La
Revolución opposed Porfirio's régimen de privilegio fighting for an end to “el feudalismo rural” and the
acquisition of “pequena propiedad” for workers (Córdova, 1973: 4-6)
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wanted to fight for sought to bring equality to el pueblo Mexicano. The spirituality that Kahlo
embodies is one that understands the interconnectedness of the mindbodyspirit.
For the bodymindspirit to be active, the body must be well so the mind and spirit can also
be whole; when the body can act, t he spirit yearning to be awakened seeks to act in the benefit of
the world around it. This “spiritual activism” is a result of an unencumbered vision, one that is
awake to the suffering of the self and the suffering of others. The self might dissolve, and one’s
pain can become the shared pain within other people. Therefore, when one seeks to heal the self,
healing the suffering of others must be integral to one’s actions. Kahlo’s desire to be politically
active lets us understand her spirituality as intertwined with her need to act. K
 ahlo reveals that
her very existence depends on her ability to be useful. Her mindbodyspirit cannot only exist
within the psychic and imaginal spaces of her consciousness, but must also be activated in action
for the common good.
Part III: Learning to Heal
Introduction: Creator of Worlds
“Soy un amasamiento, I am an act of kneading, of uniting and joining that not only has
produced both a creature of darkness and a creature of light, but also a creature that
questions the definitions of light and darkness and gives them new meanings” (Anzaldúa,
1987: 103).
The intersection between Anzaldúa and Kahlo, their lively pulse, inspires me to create.
As I sit with their art, I am moved to be an artist in my own way. Kahlo’s art and diary taught
me that allowing the spirit to lead my creations is a necesidad. To get it all out there, todos mis
miedos, inseguridades, alegrías….verme expuesta en papel. When I create, I disband my mind’s
filters. I sit in front of my journal, my computer, my sketchbook, and I turn on la musica de la
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revolucion feminista. En la musica de mestizas I hear about las guerreras que luchan to be free,
las guerreras that die because no one listened, and las guerreras that resist and create despite
living in a society that downgrades the work of artists as a foolish dream. Pero que más somos si
no creación? We are the act of kneading and creating, of uniting spirit with motion: somos arte y
el arte nos transforma. Somos amasamiento, y transformamos nuestro ser cada vez we mobilize
our imagination into action. I create in bursts of feelings and I encapsulate the most tender parts
of me, positive or negative, no importa. Todo es mi energia and todo leads me to know myself
more. I am a poet, essayist, painter, artista en mil formas, and this project is my art. El proceso of
creating this work has already sanado ciertas rajaduras within me, y hay otras que ha abierto un
poquito más. Pero sometimes things have to be torn completely to be mended properly, entonces
I don’t resist breaking. What I show you next, son mis insides: bits and pieces of my journey
through art and healing. Kahlo inspires me to be radically vulnerable, bold in naming what hurts
me, so here it is.
Culture and Heritage
I try to find a start or end to my being, but I understand my soul has traversed worlds and
passed through bodies I might never know. As a believer of consciousness, I’ve met ancestors I
couldn’t name. They peer behind bent trees, in the dark knots of wood; right in the crevices, they
meet me and I them. My desire is to follow them to the limits of my unconscious memory, but I
have not achieved much more than their whispers. I’ve been obsessed with identifying my “real”
ancestors. I want to know why I look like this. Why I feel that I'm carrying the burden of raped
women. At times I feel that all my ancestors, blood and soul, appear in my dreams. I wake up in
a sweat looking around me for comfort. But there is no comfort for mestizas: we are torn, our
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limbs barely attached… has this given us greater mobility? Or made us believe our bodies are
our worst enemy? I find road maps to my questions through the women of my cultures. They
guide me to get this bola de sentimientos out on paper, so I write.
Hablame en español, make me feel like home
You are the piece of me that went missing when I crossed the border
The way your mouth wraps around my name everytime you call me SANDRA, not
saendra or sondra, I see the volcanoes that hugged me tightly as a child: El Popocateptl y
el Moctezuma rise above me,
The threatening view does not scare me. Instead, I can feel the Gods of my people
looking after me…
But can they see me now? In the same continent but in a different land?
And do they recognize me? Can they still see within me the little girl who wove ribbons
through her hair and made the world catch fire as her mane became her flag?
Green, white, red.
Do they know it’s still me, on a hot day after school, with beads of sweat on my forehead.
Walking home in my uniform, running home when I see el paletero, scuffing my black
shoes my dad had just polished?
Sometimes I’m not sure…
You stopped talking to me in our native tongue. Did you become embarrassed by the way
the other girls looked at us?
The other day I started losing words…
I realize it’s been happening for a while. I open my mouth and my instincts run away
from me,
They run and run, I try to run behind them but suddenly, they jump into a picture of my
mom and I, sitting on the beach in Tijuana,
So when I met you and you kissed me on the cheek and reminded me that the blood of
Latinas permeates this soil, I remembered the word I had been searching for for years:
Pertenesco.
And we’re both the same type of beauty, but not really because your mom is from Cuba
and your dad is Colombiano,
I am a mix of the colonizers y nuestra tierra, so I am Mexicana, but my roots go beyond
the Atlantic, but we can look at each other and feel that for once, white standards of
beauty don’t define us.
I’ll teach you about Frida Kahlo, if you’re patient when my feet don’t move to the
rhythms of merengue.
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Let me look at your arms, don’t pull away. It is not with judging eyes that I trace your
moles with my fingers, or brush your hairs in the opposite direction.
I’m fixated with what has always made you feel self conscious, because it made me
insecure too.
I had a home once…
Yesterday a boy asked me, “Where are you from?” And he didn’t mean to be malicious,
but I got mad, because I didn’t know. I close my eyes and I try to picture mi hogar, which
is not the same as mi domicilio.
I try to answer without leaving any part of me behind, “Well I live in Illinois, but I was
born and raised in Mexico”
And I know to most this would be a simple question, but it makes me not want to deny
my own identity
If I were to run for miles, I would not know where to go…
My own people call me Americana, agringada. To them I’m a tourist, and I try to impress
them by speaking Spanish without an accent.
The other day I started losing words…
So now you can understand that seeing you here, the place that replaced my first love, the
love that ended in heartbreak, brings a smile to my face
And when I see you, I am suddenly aware that my body aches from being tense for so
long. I was looking for you! Did you know that?
Contigo abro mis alas y me siento como la bella mariposa monarcha.
I had gone too long living in perpetual thirst, I got the chills and my body grew cold. You
came into my life and taught me that there are more Latinas in this country como tu y yo.
Romantic Love
She held me tightly to her body, I looked into her eyes with amusement. “You play too
much,” I said. I wanted her to know that I found her irresistibly silly. We were in “play,” and I
knew it from her sonrisa incontenible. Sus dientes chuecos dando me los “buenos días.” Her
crooked teeth bidding me “good morning.” I tried to break loose from her grip, wiggling my
arms and legs, trying to possibly release one. But just as I thought I was progressing in my
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escape, she would regain control as if she was just toying with me; giving me the illusion of
possibility, letting me think I could actually break free. Her grip was strong, and she held me to
her. She saw the desesperación in my eyes and laughed. Like we had learned during our great
wrestling bouts, I was much weaker than Kelly, and she knew this.
I started to plead, “Please let go off meeee.” She looked at me confused, “What do you
mean?” We held eye contact: “Kelly! Let go!” I was beginning to get annoyed but was still
laughing. “I’m not holding you, what you taaaalking about?” She was pretending to be confused
to be funny, but I was growing increasingly exasperated. “I am serious, Kelly. Let go, I’m asking
you nicely, let go of me.” My tone suddenly matching the seriousness I was trying to convey.
She wasn’t getting it… “Why you getting mad if I’m not holding you?” I felt myself losing
control and I began to crash, “Bro, pleaaaaaseeee pleeeeaaaseeee let go off me, let go off me..”
and then, “you are dating someone who is dealing with sexual trauma, and I really don’t
appreciate you limiting my mobility when I’m asking you to stop.”
I said this so matter-of-factly, I surprised myself. Kelly let go of me immediately and I
sprang to my feet. Why had I been led here? Moments that break what’s broken a little bit more.
I had to console her, I had to tell her I felt safe around her. I don’t want her to ever think that I
equate her to those who have violated me. I wondered why I had said that? I didn’t feel unsafe
around Kelly, much the opposite. A moment ago I had been upset at her, now I felt guilty for
“using” my trauma to get what I wanted. But I also felt irritated… she wasn’t listening to me,
and now I was the one that felt bad. I saw coldness in her eyes, the ice she was hurting herself
with, and maybe a slight annoyance that our play had to end like this. I snuggled up next to her to
wash our grief away. Trying to tell both of us that I had overreacted… Telling her to please listen
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to me next time. We were okay. Being close melted our energies together, a sweet cleanse of
anything that might’ve happened.
I simply wanted us to be okay, and her energy told me that she loved me too. Our bodies
are great healers and curanderas and, likewise protectors, they remember. I was confused but
only briefly, because while I tried to tell myself this meant nothing, that I had simply said what
would get her to release me, it had been my body that had seized control. My body, panicked and
blindsided, felt the threat of helplessness. She felt the weight of another’s body as a crushing
force that would eventually leave me breathless. So my body reacted, but I was unaware. I
realize I stopped listening to my body’s messages, the ever changing pulse and tension that
regulate my system. When I felt Kelly warmly around me, I was rushed by feelings of comfort: I
was the most gentle rose and she was the garden that allowed me to flourish. With her, my thorns
could exist as beautiful adornments and not as survival weapons.
Then, I pushed. I pushed my body’s barriers against her’s. I still could not understand
that my body had been there before: skin pressing skin with the simple desire of breaking loose,
unable because some walls don’t crumble on command; my body helpless as borders meeting
through ruthless inquisition. It took me twenty one years to step into every wound fully, but it
had happened. I was now no different than Coyolxauhqui: ripped, torn, and somehow still here…
My body yearns for freedom, and she has heard me demand it from all those who threaten it. My
body didn’t only remember recoiling skin, goosebumps, the soreness of my vagina, the bruises
on my ass, the sensations of a hand getting another far away… No, my body also remembered
the way I had spoken when I demanded my own self back.
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The Body
“Something pulsates in my body, a luminous thin thing that grows thicker every day. Its
presence never leaves me. I am never alone. That which abides: my vigilance, my
thousand sleepless serpent eyes blinking in the night, forever open. And I am not afraid”
(Anzaldúa, 1987: 73).
I gathered my sketchbook, my small face mirror, and a pencil. I undressed, unveiling
myself to what was to be born today, and sat on the floor of my room. I knew I could just look up
reference pictures of vulvas, but I specifically wanted to draw my own. I wanted to study its
curves, my skin, the darkness and lightness within her folds. I placed the mirror in front of me on
the ground and spread my legs. From this position, I adjusted the mirror so I could look at my
vulva and sketch her at the same time. I felt silly, como un poco ridicula. Who sits naked on their
dorm room floor and stares at their crotch? I had to laugh at myself… but who cares? solo soy
yo, mi cuerpo, mis ideas. I worked to the rhythms of soft Mexican ballads, un poco de marimba,
un poco de guitarra, y me perdi. I got lost in my own body and I did not wish to return. The area
between my legs seemed to invite me closer, to observe her in her beauty. I never realized my
skin did that: one labia longer than the other, one hanging lower, both gently smiling to me. I
allowed myself to play with her sensations and found new boundaries for my sketching. She
became my conceptual goddess: lines clear enough to distinguish a shape in motion, but not so
detailed as to alert someone who did not know the reality of it all.
I moved to my favorite part, the coloring, the anointing of images through the vibrancy of
color. Working in bright hues has always given me comfort, and I dance in this way. I grabbed
my Prisma color pencils and cascaded gradients of color unto my vulva, tiring my right hand as I
went. My technique requires pressure and softness, being able to go back and forth, and it tires
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the hand. Soon, I was consumed by the motion of creation, and my vulva had descended into the
near shadows of my mind, because I was focused elsewhere. Each strip of color made me feel
powerful. I did not have to adhere to shades of pink and purple, and I did not have to make this
drawing look “real.” I saw it breathing under my hands and that was proof enough for me that
what I was doing was real and alive. I finished my drawing with strokes of blue hair around my
vulva, and she was fully electric. She was fully mine, I had birthed her in my own image. I saw
my vulva dance in front of me and buzz with the life of colorful gradients.
I wished that could have been my vulva all my life. Asi de libre, con el mismo pulso del
alcoiris. But that’s not always the case for womxn, femmes, people with vaginas… La liberatd de
nuestros cuerpos is not a given. When I was eighteen, I told myself that I would be free if I could
use my body however I chose to. I threw myself into decisions and made use of my body, but I
still used my body. I used m
 y body and seldom enjoyed my body. I had a spiritual awakening in
a forest, cuando me junte con los niños en el bosque, I weeped in front of flowers and asked the
Earth for forgiveness. She was abused como nosotras, “I’m so sorry,” is all I could muster up. I
held hands with the flowers, and when I need a friend I still do, because sometimes flowers
understand better than anyone what it’s like to want to keep your beauty for yourself, to want to
enjoy el sol y nada más, what it's like to be plucked carelessly until you die. When I emerged
from the forest, I did not know I would feel my body merge with my mind and soul slowly. I
began to relive what had happened that summer, and I cried at my own helplessness. That
summer, I thought I was “mature” in my sexuality. I had spent my college years working to
reduce the sexual stigma placed on women of color and advocating for free love and abundant
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pleasure. I was the friend others went to with their sexual health questions, their insecurities,
imaginations of what could be. Y ni asi was I spared from invasion.
My feminism did not protect me against the man who smiled at me with one end and
entered me with another, fingers reaching for places they weren’t invited into. Mi mama nunca
warned me, “beware of the men who will rape you in public, who will do it in plain sight and
make you feel crazy.” I put that night out in the back of my mind and tried to tell myself que no
me afectaba… I had been through worse acosos, peor violence. It had been just a few seconds of
my life, yo queria regresar a casa and forget all about it. I went about my summer and fell in
love. I had met Kelly the month before leaving for South Africa during Pride Fest Chicago, and
the night our eyes met in that crowd merged our fates together. When I went away, I told them
what had happened in that Cape Town club, and reassured them it wasn’t anything. I came back
and allowed my body to sing around theirs. Kelly explored me and looked into my eyes with a
care I had never experienced before. They taught me about una libertad freed from restrictions
we put on freedom itself. I was shedding binds and molds, mi cuerpo más ligero now had room
to hurt. So I would get flashbacks of fingers touching flesh and feel broken.
The body remembers and keeps tally, y no podemos escapar de la historia que cargamos
en nuestra piel. No new love would suddenly make me forget. Pero sitting in front of my vulva,
naked only to my creative spirit, I felt I could do something better than forget. I could create a
world where no one could hurt me. I would assemble the parts of me and know they were just for
me. Only a small part of me, my vulva seemed to guide me, and all the other parts followed. She
was director and maestra; the lady cloaked in love, I looked at my vulva and knew we could hug
each other. I would tell her I was sorry for not being able to protect her like I wanted, and she
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would mantle me with the conocimiento that la violencia upon our bodies is not for us to own. El
violador no fui yo.
In this liminal space, I entered dialogue with every inch of my body: my vulva had
guided me to nepantla. I created a new image of my vulva (Image 11.), and as I shaped her for
myself, I was neither here nor there. I occupied pain and mourned the death of my body’s
innocence; I began to sway with the movement of my drawing and looking deep into my crevice,
I could imagine new futures. In the heaven of creation, I found a new way to heal this open
wound. Abierta como mi vulva en esta hoja de papel, solo que ahora abrirme fue mi decisión. Me
abri so I could bleed everywhere and begin a more organic suture. I could feel broken and still
heal, and I could begin to see my disjointed spirit as an original mosaic.

Image 11.
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I know that to write about the ecstasy of my life is an act of defiance: I refuse to only be
perpetual suffering, constant rajaduras que no sanan. I praise each orgasm that gave birth to a
feeling of libertad. The hands that caress me with sincere love are my healers, and my ability to
trust them with my bodymindspirit is resurrection. In the nights I wanted no body near mine,
when I believed that I could not be mine and share myself too, I found the grace of new love. I
recognize the way my past still hurts me, and I find joy in the present moment that holds me. No
matter how torn I have felt from mis raices or la paz de mi cuerpo, love has guided me here: I am
whole in the pieces that shattered, the new meanings I imagined, and the art that I created. Nada
ha sido fácil. Young girls want to forget their shame, forgive their shame, and be born again
through confident strides. That’s why I learn from Frida… I see within her the fragments I can
peer into, a woman like me. Somos dos mestizas a quienes el prospecto de la alegría debio de
aber sido un sueño intrepido pero distante. Wrapped in confusion we learned that clear answers
were pointless to nurture. Como Frida, I am reclaiming my ability to heal myself. I turn my
rajaduras into writing, and I paint my visions.
Conclusion: Our Ancestors Are Calling
I have learned to place an emphasis on a contextualized type of healing. What do I mean?
I remember when I was younger and my soul ached the most, that thoughts of a “recovered” self
seemed stupid to me. I didn’t have time to bask in empty promises of positivity and the cliché, “it
get’s better.” I was working two part time jobs so I wouldn’t have to ask my parents for money,
and I could pretend to have the same middle-class upbringing as my white classmates. I spent
almost my entire day focused on academics: in school my success couldn’t afford feelings of
darkness I knew would swallow me when I wasn’t busy; when I got home after cross country
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practice or one of my two jobs, I had homework to do. Afterall, I knew that pristine was what
Mexican immigrants had to be to attend college in the U.S. Even though I wasn’t spared from
my self destructive behaviors and I used my disordered eating to gain the illusion of control, I
know I was luckier than many Latinas. In our communities, depression, bulimia, anxiety, are all
things you do to yourself and need to just “get over.” My savior was my mother, who took me to
therapy and shielded me from knowing that my father disapproved.
Young Latinas like myself are growing up with evolving identities in varying contexts.
This affects how we see and experience healing. We are, and have never been a monolith, but I
can’t deny that the realities that shape our lives are much different than those of our predecesors.
I’ve realized I don’t identify with Kahlo’s deep nationalism… not anymore. I know that no soy
de aqui ni de aya, and offering myself as living sacrifice for the Mexican flag would be wrapping
myself in a manto that doesn’t strive to protect me: lesbian woman. I prefer the battle cry of my
contemporaries, “Ni amo, ni estado, ni marido, ni partido,” even though I know this song is pure
sacrilege to Mexican tradition. Anzaldúa’s family struggle como campesinos is also much distant
to me having grown up in the suburbs of Chicago, where la fabrica d ominates over el campo.
Nevertheless, as the realities that shape Latinas’ lives evolve, the dominion of patriarchy, racism,
and sexism still threaten our potential for freedom. If many more of us are now attending college,
we leave home to understand that our universities only wanted us for their “diversity”
percentages and brochures; our intellect and experiences exploded by white professors who see
us as the “flavor” to their otherwise dull conversations.
Furthermore, healing the rajaduras, a ncestral, intergenerational, experienced, of our
bodymindspirits necessitates individualized approaches only we can design. I view healing as
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integration, where pain becomes shockwaves that we absorb and transform. Only I k now how I
can come to embody the integration of my shattered being. While healing will be different for
everyone, I do believe that we must rest our load on the guidance of our ancestors, our divine
teachers. While different from my own, Kahlo’s nationalism still teaches me how to align myself
with the struggles I care deeply about; she teaches me about being and not being, about wanting
to bring mi pueblo up with me, that I owe it all to the culture that taught me about love y alegría.
Mucho más alejada de la frontera than when I was a little girl del otro lado, Anzaldúa guides me
to uplift the needs of working-class Chicanos even as they differ from my own. I learn from
them, Kahlo and Anzaldúa, the magic that is within me, the perfect balance of my own
multiplicity, and the power of my expression.
In writing this, I am exercising my ability to create new worlds, like my teachers molded
their realities through their creative expression. I carve a space out for myself as I write, because
my healing is worth exploring and celebrating. As I express myself, I find their example at the
fore of my mind: in art we find the ability to bring together every broken, shattered, tearing piece
of ourselves and give it new meaning. My desire is that young Latinas may remember the calling
of our ancestors, nuestras madres de sangre y espiritú, who have laid the groundwork for our
renewal. Their lives hold the suffering that we couldn’t prevent, but they also hold the lessons
that we might absorb. By awakening our consciousness to these lessons, we may present our
healing as an offering to their enduring love. My art isn’t necessarily for anybody else but for the
teachers to whom I owe my healing. This is my own coming to consciousness, but I want other
Latinas to see themselves in it, and that as a diverse community of luchadoras, we may find
reclamation.
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